
    
 
TITLE OF CASE STUDY     COVERGIRL – Winning at the First Moment of Truth (FMOT) 

 
 

The Business Situation 
Amidst the economic recession, over half of CPG shoppers claimed to have changed their shopping 
behavior vs. previous year. Cosmetics was at risk of “cutting back” behavior—consumers choosing to 
either (1) buy/use less often and/or (2) spend less or consider doing without (“trade out” risk). Brands 
that could provide practical and/or emotional value to drive preference were going to be the brands 
that ultimately won with consumers. This shift in shopping behavior was also resonating with prestige 
shoppers, who were now trading down to mass premium tier. These shoppers were seeking high quality 
products at an affordable price. Attitudinally all shoppers were looking for simple, indulgent pleasures 
during these tough times— premium products (and packaging) and a premium experience at a price 
they could afford.   
 
In order to retain its consumers and capture this new prestige shopper, COVERGIRL needed to drive 
value perceptions through its portfolio of trusted products and drive excitement behind brand building 
innovation.  
 
COVERGIRL understood that over majority of purchase decisions were made in-store—the First Moment 
of Truth (FMOT). However, cosmetics is one of the most complicated categories to shop; most retailers 
carry dozens of brands which translates into more than 5,000 SKUs and retail environments differ by 
shelving orientations (vertical or horizontal) and structure (multiple aisles or long wall) ultimately 
creating anywhere from 4 to 100 feet of space for shoppers to navigate! This environment left shoppers 
frustrated and overwhelmed. 
 
COVERGIRL knew that in order to stand out from the clutter and capture this new consumer it needed 
create a breakthrough FMOT design that brought to life the brand’s equity and innovation in  an 
enhance experience that was simpler and more intuitive to shop. 
 
CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 
The campaign objective was to delight Cosmetics shoppers with a simpler, more intuitive shopping 
experience which would be a win-win for COVERGIRL and the retailer. Specific objectives were to: 

 Capture prestige brand shoppers and grow COVERGIRL loyalty:  

 Create a shopper relevant proposition that enhanced her experience at FMOT 

 Drive consistency across COVERGIRL’s in-store and out-of-store communication 

 Provide “thought leadership” on how to drive the Cosmetics category in mass  
 
 
 



RESEARCH STORY 
In order to deliver a breakthrough in-store experience, COVERGIRL established a multi-functional team 
tasked to: 

1. Synthesize initiatives research findings to (1) understanding the category shopper journey and 
identify category and brand trial barriers. 

2. Develop simple, scaled operations that integrate critical in-store compelling elements to 
deliver superior in-store experiences. 

3. Sync in-store and out of store communication to drive holistic design for “executional 
excellence”. 

 

To amplify initiative research with a total category lens, a research plan was crafted and implemented 
to deliver category-level insights on the various phases of the shopper journey, starting at 
hypothesizing the ideal shopping experience to observing actual shopping behaviors. 
 

Key insights shaped COVERGIRL’s revamped in-store strategy and 2010 advertising campaign: 

 Cosmetics shoppers are looking for solutions that resonate with their individual needs! 
Shoppers are looking for products that make their lives easier. Hence, the in-store strategy 
needs to deliver simple, intuitive messages that convey to shoppers the brand understands 
her individual needs and aspirations.   

 56% of Cosmetics shoppers are prestige cross-over shoppers, they purchase Cosmetics in 
both mass & prestige channels (i.e. department stores). These shoppers are more loyal to 
non-mass channels because of the personalized service, one on one consultation, etc. 
experiences that make them feel more confident in purchasing the right make-up product. 

 The brand’s in-store strength was anchored in quantity, not quality! COVERGIRL’s vast 
breadth of products (500+!) communicated “we have something for you”, but shoppers did 
not feel the products were arranged in a meaningful, relevant way. Additionally, despite 
COVERGIRL being the most loved Cosmetics brand in the US, prestige brands had 2X a 
stronger connection with their shoppers (resonance).   

 TV advertising with highly recognizable spokespersons, such as Ellen DeGeneres, led to an 
in-store shopper expectation we did not anticipate. They came to the store looking for the 
“product” Ellen was advertising vs. the new COVERGIRL face foundation. Shoppers expected to 
see the same focus on COVERGIRL’s talent in-store as they saw out of store and were 
confused when the experience did not meet their expectations. 

 
The next phase was to identify shopper knowledge gaps. The team wanted to: 

1. Understand the Cosmetics shopper decision process to enhance COVERGIRL’s in-stores 
communication and experience 

 A large-scale quantitative study among 1,000 mass and drug shoppers to assess shelf 
interaction and navigation of the category and the COVERGIRL shelf.  The team also 
wanted to understand the difference in a replenishment trip vs. an impulse purchase. 

2. Identify how to bring initiatives together in a big way and leverage it to strengthen 
COVERGIRL’s relationship with shoppers  

 In addition to our typical “early stage” ad research techniques for new product 
launches, we exposed consumers to in-store marketing elements that simplified the 
shopper experience and overcame crossovers trial barriers. 

 The interviews were conducted via an “online chat room” enabling the team to listen 
and engage real time with consumer responses.  
 



CAMPAIGN DESCRIPTION 
The communication idea born out of the iterative research was: Get out of the department store and 
take beautiful back! This idea was the overarching COVERGIRL campaign in 2010 and our new initiative 
launches (i.e. Lashblast Length Mascara, Simply Ageless Concealer) brought credibility to the campaign’s 
call to action by delivering product performance equal to that offered by department store brands. 
 
COVERGIRL positioned itself as a solution for consumers during the tough economic times. It leveraged 
its highly trusted, strong value equity to create a compelling consumer experience that offered shoppers 
quality at a “value” price and empowered her to make smart product choices.  “Why spend $50 on a 
foundation, if I can get the same benefit for ¼ of that price?”  
 
Not surprisingly, the team focused on delighting the consumer from the first moment she interacts with 
the brand (FMOT). COVERGIRL’s in-store experience was enhanced to better mimic the prestige 
shopping experience. Below you can see how the team assigned communication objectives to each in 
wall graphic element and leveraged purchase behavior insights uncovered during the research. The 
result: a more inviting COVERGIRL shelf with a prestige look, tone, feel.   

 
The team also applied the insights back to the initiatives that were going to be launched in 2010. The 
images below show how key marketing elements (i.e. key product visuals) were leveraged across all 
consumer touchpoints to create a holistic experience. This helped the team meet their key objective of 
making consumers’ out of store experience as compelling as their in-store experience. 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS 
The team’s focus on the shopper and delighting her both in and out of store with meaningful 
communication has delivered 20% of COVERGIRL sales growth in FY 09/10.  Additionally, as part of this 
work, the brand has been able to realize substantial space gains.  In fact, if you add up the square 
footage the brand gained as part of this process and convert it to miles, COVERGIRL is 3 miles longer 
than a year ago. The team took advantage of the additional “shelf” space to optimize its product 
assortment, adding bigger, more impactful in-wall graphics, and offering shoppers tools to help them 
choose the right products to meet their needs. 
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Finally, the brand received Vendor of the Year Awards from 2 of its top 4 customers, further 
demonstrating that if you listen to your shoppers and provide them with what they need, you can create 
a win-win for your company, your customers, and your consumers! 

 




